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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the concept of using association rule mining and sentimental analysis together. FP (Frequent
Pattern) growth algorithm which is part of the association rule mining algorithm is the best for finding the frequent item
set from the common item set as it has time complexity better than the other association rule mining algorithms. The
Sentimental analysis which is component of the NLP(Natural language processing) is used to determine if the text is
based on the emotion of the person and what information does the text provide i.e., is the text positive, negative or
neutral. For Sentimental analysis the supervised learning technique i.e., SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used to
determine if the text is positive, negative or neutral as it is the most efficient method . By combining FP growth and SVM
together we will get information about the frequent item set and the text i.e., the review related to the frequent item set
and the rare item set respectively
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INTRODUCTION
Data Mining[1][2] is the process of extracting data from large databases for identifying patters and
relationships. Obtaining frequent patters is very important task. This process is very expensive in terms of
computations when numbers of patterns are large. The Apriorialgorithm[3] solves the frequent itemsets
problem. But this algorithm needs many database scans for implementation which degrades the performance.
This problem can be overcome by FP Growth[5] as it has better efficiency as well as performance. FP Growth
discards candidate generations which enhance the overall performance of algorithm. FP Growth[6] arranges
the whole input database in FP Tree format. Then it divides databases into conditional database sets, each of
them relates with one frequent pattern. Each database is scanned individually and resulting into long frequent
patterns by concatenating them.

Whenever new entry of data arises in database, that data need to be assign to the category it resembles most.
There comes need of machine learning. Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning model[10]. Hyper
planes are created by Support Vector Machine which mainly contributes in classification and regression.
Hyper planes are set of points whose dot product with vector in that space is constant that helps in separation
between two categories. Some kernel functions like k(x,y) are taken into consideration according to problem
to compute appropriate dot products of variables in original space.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Association Mining:

Association Mining is the process of finding patterns and relations in itemsets from databases. From database
of transactions (where transactions are list of items) relation between itemsets and Frequent patterns are
collected. This is used in Market Basket Analysis.

Market Basket Analysis

In the shopping basket, each basket can be expressed using Boolean vector of variables. These variables are
assigned to items that represents whether that particular item is present or not in basket. Boolean vector helps
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in finding the patterns which can be represented using association rules. This can be achieved through some
algorithms.

Apriori algorithm

Apriorialgorithm[4] uses bottom-up and breadth first approach to measure the support of item sets. Also uses
a candidate formation function. The Apriori algorithm solves the frequent itemsets problem. But this
algorithm needs many database scans for implementation which degrades the performance. This problem can
be overcome by FP Growth as it has better efficiency as well as performance.

FP-growth algorithm

FP (frequent pattern) Growth firstly counts incidents of items, and records it. Then it constructs the FP-tree by
adding  the objects. Items in each object need to be sorted in descending order of their frequency, which helps
in quick processing of tree. Items will be discarded in every instance which do not have minimum threshold.
Then each database is scanned individually and resulting into long frequent patterns by concatenating them.
Comparison of Apriori Algorithm and FP-Growth Algorithm
Apriorialgorithm[4] is a bottom-up and breadth first approach.  Apriorialgorithm  works on Hash-based items
counting .In which one item set  is extended at a time . In Apriori algorithm from the (k-1)th frequent itemsets
generate kth frequent item sets from the kth candidate item sets. Any item set that ispotentially frequent then
that needs to be frequent in at least one of the partition.In FP-Growth[6] with "null" labeled creates the root of
the tree firstly . In a second time FP Growth scans the database D. l-itemset and then Ll item set is create
when First time database scanned whenever in another transaction it crate the same node is encountered,
support count of the common node is increment only. The problem of mining frequent patterns transforms this
in database to that of mining the FP-tree. Comparisonbetween Apriori[7] and FP-growth  algorithm

Table 1: Apriorivs FP-Growth
Parameters AprioriAlgorthm Fp-Growth Algorithm

Approach It induces singltons, match, triad. depending on frequency it inserts
items in ascending order  into
impression tree.

Execution time Enough Great Reduced

Capacity Everything is in datasets Is in FP tree impression in
memory

Recurrence Boost due to lesser backing
entrance.

Fewer due to downward cast of
dataset

Seeking bit high less seeking bit due to essentially
approach.

Adaptability Lower due to chain of candidate
formation.

Significance agile due to divide
and conquer approach.

Examine whole datasets Repetitious for impression
matching.

Once over built up as expected
impression tree.

Scalability Great  at corroborative is very
well

Reduced at corroborative is very
worst if not yes.

Apriori and FP-Growth algorithm some tests were performed using Spark. Every file has several customers
with several transactions. The results are as follows when we correspond the algorithms for each client.
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Fig 1: Test results

Form the above comparison the cessations that can be stressed upon are as follows:

 FP Growth has less runtime and less memory usage as compared to that of the Apriori
 Due to linear running time of the FP Growth it is more ascendable.
Due to the above advantages the FP Growth algorithm is more preferred over the Apriori algorithm.
Sentimental analysis:
The Sentimental analysis[8] which is a component of the NLP(Natural language processing) is used to
determine if the text is based on the emotion of the person and what information does the text provide  i.e., is
the text positive, negative or neutral. For analyzing the sentiments and the opinions of the people various
machine learning techniques have been studied. To get the feedback and review of the newly launched
product sentimental analysis[9] is used. The machine learning[10] with the sentimental analysis can be used to
forecast the customer’s point of view towards the product.Support Vector Machine which is part of the
supervised learning is more favored than the Naïve Bayes and KNN.
The below graph displays the sentimental classification of the reviews collected. In total 10 experiments were
performed on three algorithms to find out the algorithm with best accuracy. SVM[8] is preferred for large as
well as small data sets as it has greater accuracy than the KNN and Naïve Bayes.
Comparative study of Sentimental Analysis:

Fig 2: Comparative Study of Sentimental analysis
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CONCLUSION:
In this paper it is observed that by using FP Growth and SVM together the task of finding the frequent item set
first and the review related to that frequent item set later can be combined in order to increase the efficiency of
understanding the frequent item set and the review associated with it. FP Growth algorithm and the SVM are
the most efficient algorithms for association rule mining and SVM respectively. The task of finding the
customer need is simplified by using FP Growth and SVM together.
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